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CRUISE OBJECTIVES 

1) Recover Benthic Boundary Layer Geochemical Array 
2) Conduct Direct Current Resistivity Profiling with the Station Service Device 

Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) 
3) Utilize the Station Service Device ROV for inspection, recovery and coring 

operations. 
4) Conduct Bio-etching experiment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A scientific research cruise was undertaken to Mississippi Canyon Federal Lease Block 
118 (Fig. 1) from June 1 – 8, 2009 aboard the R/V Pelican.   A portion of the block has 
been reserved by the Minerals Management Services for  use by the Gulf of Mexico 
Hydrates Research Consortium to investigate gas hydrates.  The consortium has chosen 
the site for the installation of a seafloor observatory to monitor and evaluate the forcing 
factors involved with the formation and dissociation of gas hydrates.  The objectives of 
this cruise were to recover a new geochemical array (the Benthic boundary Layer Array) 
and to utilize the Station Service Device in a new and innovative way by using the 
vehicle as a platform for conducting an electrical resistivity survey.  The Station Service 
Device was also to be employed in locating, inspecting and/or recovering various 
instruments and samplers from the seafloor and for collecting targeted push cores from 
areas of high microbial activity.  A summary of each of these tasks is presented below.  
Additional information on the resistivity survey, bio-etching experiments and an event 
log are appended. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Location map of Mississippi Canyon Federal Lease Block 118. 

 
 



 

BENTHIC BOUNDARY LAYER ARRAY RECOVERY 
Upon arrival at MC-118, the first task was to recover the Benthic Boundary Layer Array 
(BBLA).  The acoustic releases were triggered and the array was recovered by MMRI’s 
technical team (Matt Lowe, Larry Overstreet, Brian Noakes, and Andy Gossett) assisted 
by Will Ostrom of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI).   
 
The BBLA is a geochemical and oceanographic array that is anchored to the seafloor and 
extends into the water column approximately 50m.  The array is equipped with a near 
bottom sensor node (about 2m above the seafloor) and an upper sensor node at an altitude 
of approximately 20m.  Each sensor node is equipped with salinity, temperature and 
pressure sensors (CTD), oxidation/reduction potentiometers (ORP), pH meters, Oxygen 
sensors (DO), and three different wave length fluorometers for light hydrocarbons 
(UVHC), dissolved organics (CDOM), and chlorophyll (Chyl – a) to evaluate fluids 
venting at the seafloor and their fate in the lower water column.  The array carries its own 
power and data management system and is held in place by a pair of acoustic releases 
attached to the anchor weight.  A series of 24 floats (benthos glass spheres with hard 
hats) are attached along the upper reaches of the array to keep the sensor nodes vertical in 
the water column. 

 
The array was deployed during a cruise in 
March, 2009 (GOM1-09-MC118) with the 
intention of conducting a multi-month 
deployment to evaluate power and data 
management issues for long term 
deployments of one-year or more.  Once on-
board, the equipment and nodes were 
inspected and appeared to be in very good 
condition.  The sacrificial anodes showed 
minor corrosion.  The lower node and the 
battery vessel had slightly more corrosion 
than the upper node which was further from 
the seafloor. One notable exception to the 
overall good shape of the instruments and 
rigging was a brass(?) fitting against 
stainless steel on one of the instruments 
which showed significant corrosion, 
especially considering the relatively short 
deployment duration (three months).  This 
instrument had limited, surficial 
corrosion/slime at the sensor head possibly 
due to the bi-metal connection (Figure 3).   
 
Once the BBLA was recovered, a temporary 
mooring was deployed for calibrating the 
Ultra Short Base Line (USBL).  The 
calibration was completed and the mooring 
was recovered. 

Figure 2.  Recovering the Benthic Boundary 
Layer Array.  The top portion of the array 
consists of 24 glass floats to keep the array 
vertical off the seafloor.  Pictured are Will 
Ostrom (WHOI) and Larry Overstreet, 
Brian Noakes, and Matt Lowe 
(CMRET/STRC). 

 
 



 

 

 
Figure 3.  Lower sensor node of the Benthic Boundary Layer Array.  Note surficial 
oxidation near the left end of the stainless steel fluorometer. 

 
 
DIRECT CURRENT RESITIVITY PROFILING 
The Station Service Device ROV (SSD) and the resistivity cable for Direct Current 
Resistivity Profiling were readied for deployment following the recovery and calibrating 
activities.  The survey was conducted by adapting  a specially made, 1100m, electrode 
cable and electronics package to operate from the SSD.  The package was integrated 
through an SSD circuit normally used for the manipulator arm and provided 240 volts DC 
with an RS232 interface.  The SSD also provided lighting, cameras, altimeter, scanning 
sonar, and USBL for positioning and navigating throughout the seafloor survey.  The 
survey marks the first time an ROV has attempted to act as a “smart” platform for a 
geophysical streamer on the seafloor.   
 
The first dive with SSD and array was aborted after only 45 readings were obtained.  The 
data acquisition system was reconfigured after several hours of trouble shooting and 
interactions with the manufacturer, via email, and a second dive was undertaken.  This 
attempt was successful with a 32 hour, continuous dive, in which seven continuous 
profiles (conducted while underway) and one fixed mode profile were collected over the 
carbonate/hydrate mound at MC-118 (Figure 4).  Resistivity profiling should complement 
the other acoustic based, geophysical surveys at the site and has the potential of directly 
identifying the presence of gas hydrates in the subsurface.  A detailed report on the array 
configuration and data collection are provided in John Dunbar, Principal Investigator’s 
report included as Appendix 1. 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 
Figure 4.  Resistivity survey track lines for the seven continuous profiles.  Plotted are the 
ship’s position during the survey, actual array position trails behind the ship by the length 
of the array (1100m) and the catenary offset produced by the approximately 900m of cable 
used to place the array near the seafloor.

 
ROV ACTIVITIES 
A laundry list of additional activities was proposed for the SSD, and divided into two 
dives as described below:   
  
 Dive 1:  NW crater/vent area 

• Locate Thermistor Array and assess suitability to accept new data logger 
• Locate and inspect first Pore Fluid Array and recover nearby Biological 

Energy Generator (BEG).   
• Collect push cores from areas with bacterial mats 
• Inspect second Pore Fluid Array, assess array integrity/orientation and 

recovery options. 
 

 
 



 

Dive 2:  SW crater/vent area 
• Survey the site where the BBLA was located 
• Deploy a microbial etcher for the dive duration 
• Visit 360 degree camera and evaluate entanglement and/or release 

malfunction, recover if need be 
• Collect targeted push cores in bacterial mats 
• Recover BEG at Noakesville 
• Recover microbial incubator at Noakesville 

 
Locating the first Pore Fluid Array and the Thermistor Array were high priorities because 
the locations of the instruments had never been verified.  These arrays were installed 
before the USBL was available and their locations were estimated from triangulating off 
of an acoustic release.  The arrays were visited by the Johnson Sea-link manned 
submersible in 2006 but the navigation on that vessel is known to be unreliable.  The lack 
of good positioning on these arrays turned out to be a real problem during the first 
reconnaissance dive.   
 
While maneuvering the SSD  into position to investigate the Thermistor Array the vehicle 
collided with an unidentified object.  The vehicle hung on the obstruction and, during 
maneuvers to free the vehicle, fleeting glimpses of what appeared to be the lifting bail on 
the Pore Fluid Array were observed by the aft looking camera.  If this object is indeed 
verified to be the PFA then it is 53m from its estimated location (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5.  Locations of Geophysical Array/Thermistor Array (GPA) and the first Pore Fluid 
Array (PFA).  The Johnson-Sealink visited the sites in 2006 and locations reported from that 
cruise are labeled with (06).  During the current cruise a strong sonar reflector was detected
and assumed to be the actual location of the Geophysical Array: labeled GPA?.  The 
obstruction the SSD hung on is assumed to be the first PFA and is labeled PFA?  

 



 

During maneuvers to free the vehicle from the obstruction a minor crack developed in 
one of the oil filled, compensation tubes.  The damage, though minor, was critical to the 
function of the vehicle.  Any seawater seepage into the electrical system would be 
catastrophic.  The tubing could not be repaired at sea in a timely fashion, before the end 
of the cruise. 
 
BIO ETCHING EXPERIMENTS 
Plastic tubes lined with unexposed color slide film were attached to the SSD during the 
dives. Consumption of the gelatin protein reveals information on microbial activity at the 
site.  One tube was attached to the SSD for the entire resistivity survey and was, 
therefore, submerged near the seafloor for 32 hours continuously.  A more complete write 
up on the procedure and preliminary results are provided in Appendix Two by the 
principle investigator, Dr. Roy Cullimore. 
 
APPENDISES  
Appendix One:  John Dunbar, PI; Resistivity Survey Report 

Appendix Two:  Roy Cullimore, PI; Bio-Etching Experiments 

Appendix Three:  Event Log 

 
 



Appendix One:  John Dunbar, PI; Resistivity Survey Report 
 

Summary 
 
On May 31, 2009 John Dunbar and graduate student Alan Gunnell traveled from Waco, 
TX to Cocodrie, LA to board RV Pelican for a research cruise to Mississippi Canyon, 
Block 118 (MS118).  The goal of Dunbar’s portion of the cruise was to conduct a 
reconnaissance survey of the hydrate mounds within MC118 using the direct current 
resistivity (DCR) profiling method.  This is Task 5 of DOE Award Number:  DE-FC26-
06NT42959.  Completion of this task in June 2009 is Critical Path Milestone, CPM 2 of 
the Project Management Plan (Revision 1, 11-2008).   
 
The acquisition phase of the reconnaissance DCR survey was successfully completed 
during the cruise.  Approximately 4 days (from noon on June 2 to 8:00 PM on June 6) of 
the 9-day cruise were devoted to the reconnaissance DCR survey.  Funding for this ship 
time came from the Gulf of Mexico-Hydrate Research Consortium.  Work on the survey 
was accomplished with the help of personnel from Specialty Devices, Inc. (SDI) and the 
University of Mississippi (UM).  In all, 24.3 km of continuous DCR profiling data were 
collected.  In addition, a comparison was made between four different array 
configurations over the length of the 1,100 m electrode, while it was held fixed on the 
seafloor.  All of the DCR equipment was recovered in working order.   
 
Detailed account 
 
As originally proposed, the reconnaissance survey was to consist of 10, 2 km long 
profiles, spaced approximately 100 m apart, covering the entire hydrate mound area.  
However, seafloor instrumentation at the site and rough carbonate blocks within the most 
active vents required modifications of this plan.  Currently there are two pore-fluid 
monitoring arrays, a seafloor camera, a fixed integrated data and power platform (IDP), 
and its communication buoy popup system installed in and near the western vent areas.  
These devices protrude above the seafloor and represent a hazard for entangling the 
electrode array and damaging the array and/or the seafloor instruments.  Also, 
photographic surveys of the vents conducted after the proposal was written, indicate that 
the western vents are surrounded by a jumble of sharp-edged carbonate blocks, which 
represent a further hazard to the array.  As a result, the survey plan was modified to 
consist of fewer, longer profiles, concentrated in the eastern vent area, which is believed 
to be dormant.  Two profiles were placed along the western flanks of the two most active 
vents, on the western side of the site, as close to the vents as possible without 
endangering instrumentation within the vents or the electrode array. 
 
Two different modes of DCR data acquisition have been considered.  The conventional 
method of collecting marine resistivity data is call continuous resistivity profiling (CRP).  
In this mode, the array is towed continuously through the water, above the bottom, as 
different parts of the array are read.  Generally, electrodes near the front of the array are 
used to collect shallow information at small offsets and the electrodes further from the 
front are used to collect information from greater depth at far offsets.  The second mode 
is to emulate conventional land resistivity profiling, by stretching the array out on the 
bottom and lowering the instrument to the bottom.  Then the instrument and array are 
held at a fixed position for 20 to 30 minutes, while the entire array is read.  After this 
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initial reading, the instrument and array are moved forward along the profile 100 m or 
more and set back on the bottom.  A subset of the total array is then read that fills in the 
100 m gap in coverage.  This stop-and-start method is repeated until the desired length of 
profile is collected.  Because it does not involve continuous movement of the array, the 
second approach was viewed as the least hazardous to the array and was tried first. 
 
The seafloor DCR instrument consists of an electronics package in a cylindrical pressure 
housing and a 1,100 m long electrode array.  In air the housing and instrument weigh 
approximately 50 kg and the array weighs approximately 300 kg.  The electronics 
package consists of a controlling computer, a source card that injects current of up to 2 
Amp between two electrodes, and a receiver card that reads electric potentials between 9 
electrode pairs simultaneously.  During acquisition, the onboard computer controls two 
switch cards which continuously change connections between up to 56 electrodes, to 
control which electrodes serve as current injection electrodes and which serve as potential 
electrodes.  The sequence of connections is controlled by a command data file that is 
uploaded to the onboard computer prior to the start of data acquisition via a RS232 
connection to the instrument.  Before and after each phase of acquisition, recorded data 
can be downloaded from the instrument and different command files can be uploaded.  
The only two operations that cannot be performed remotely are replacing the onboard 
computer firmware and changing the baud rate of the RS232 communication.  Both 
operations require access to an internal keypad within the electronics modal.   
In the survey mode, the DCR instrument and electrode array are attached to UM’s station 
service device (SSD), which is a SSD used to deploy and recover seafloor instruments at 
the MC118 site.  In addition to a deployment platform, the SSD provides short-baseline 
acoustic positioning data, elevation above the seafloor, real-time video feed from the 
bottom, power, and RS232 communication.  The manipulator arms on the SSD are 
powered by 240 DC from a large battery attached to the SSD’s deployment cage and 
controlled via a RS232 interface.  Two-way RS232 communication is multiplexed up a 
fiber optic connection within the SSD tow cable to the ship, where a second interface 
converts the multiplexed signals back to RS232.  The native power input to the DCR 
electronics is 12 V DC.  Power and control for the DCR instrument was provided by 
temporarily plugging into one of the manipulator connections.  To work with the SSD 
power, a DC-to-DC converter was added to the instrument to step the 240 V DC power to 
the 12 V DC requirement of the DCR instrument.  Using the RS232 interface, the DCR 
instrument can be monitored and controlled from the ship using software that emulates 
the operation of a conventional Advanced Geosciences Inc. (AGI) resistivity meter.   
 
The following activities took place on the cruise: 
1.  June 1, 2009 was spent loading equipment on board RV Pelican. 
2.  The night of June 1 and early morning of June 2 were spent cruising to the research 
site in MC118. 
3.  The Woods Hole seafloor water chemistry instrument was recovered during the 
morning of June 2.   
4.  The afternoon of June 2 was spent prepping DCR equipment for deployment.  
Preparations included spooling the 1,100 m electrode array onto a winch, testing the DCR 
system, cleaning and checking all high pressure seals, sealing the instrument for 
deployment, and attaching the instrument pressure housing and array to the SSD.  By 
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mid-afternoon the winds had picked up to the 18 to 20 knot range and the seas were too 
high to safely deploy the SSD. 
5.  In the evening of June 3 the winds had dropped sufficiently for SSD deployment 
starting at 8:30 PM.  At 10:25 PM, the instrument and array had been positioned at the 
start of the first profile and data acquisition began, using the stop-and-start mode of 
acquisition.  Ten minutes into the first profile it was determined that the far offsets in the 
array were not producing valid near-bottom readings.  Apparently the nearly 2 km round-
trip required to measure voltage between adjacent electrodes at this distance involved to 
much line resistance for the small potential drop between the electrodes in seawater.  
Fifteen minutes into the profile all communication with the instrument was lost.  The 
profile was aborted and the instrument retrieved.  
6.  June 4 was spent testing the DCR system.  It was found that the electrode array was 
intact, the instrument and all connectors were dry, and the electronics were functioning 
properly.  The decision was made to reconfigure the system for the CRP profiling 
method, increase the maximum input current from 1 to 2 Amps, and to drop the 
communication rate from 38,400 bits per second to 9600 bits per second.  These changes 
were made to improve the signal to noise ratio at the far offsets and to improve the 
reliability of the communications with the instrument. 
 
7.  In the afternoon of June 5 the SSD and DCR instrument were re-deployed with the 
new settings and configuration.  This time the communications worked and better results 
were achieved at the far offsets.  For the safety of the SSD, the instrument was towed at 
an elevation of 20 m above the seafloor.  Dominantly N-S profiles were collected.  
Because winds were mostly out of the N, profiles were collected at drift speeds of 
approximately 0.5 knots in the N to S direction and underway at 1 to 2 knots in the S to N 
direction.  From noon on June 5 to 8:00 PM on June 6, we collected 7 CRP profiles, 
covering a total of 24.3 km of profile length.  At this point there was no more room for 
additional profiles over the mound area free instruments and/or rough carbonate blocks.  
We then repeated one profile with the electrode array stationary on the bottom, using four 
different array patterns.  This was done to test possible array pattern for Phase 2 of the 
project.  After the fixed array test, the instrument was recovered at approximately 8:15 
PM on June 6, after a 32 hr dive.  No damage was visible to the SSD, instrument, or the 
array. 
 
8.  After the SSD was recovered in the evening of June 5, it was reconfigured for the 
recovery of pore-fluid samples and deployed the next day (June 6).  Unfortunately, 
during the dive the SSD became entangled in something on the bottom and was damaged.  
It was determined that the damage was too severe to be repaired in time to make a further 
dive.  Hence, in the early morning hours of June 7, the Pelican left MC118 for the return 
trip to Cocodrie and arrive at approximately 5:00 PM on June 8. 
 
An initial review of the DCR data indicates that the quality of the data varies with offset.  
For the CRP data, readings at near offsets (20 to 400 m offsets) were uniformly good.  
Readings at medium offsets (400 to 800 m) were mostly good.  Readings at far offsets 
(800 to 1100 m) were mostly bad.  The resulting depth of penetration will be 
approximately 200 m.  For the fixed array readings, measurements made in which both 
source and receiver electrodes were in the far half of the array (at positions between 550 
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and 1,100 m from the instrument) were mostly bad.  The limitation in achievable offset is 
due to the limited power of the system (200 watts) and the low resistivity of the 
environment (0.2 to 1 Ohm-m). 
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Summary Report on Droycon Bioconcepts Inc (DBI) involvement in the June, 2009 
cruise to MC-118 
 
 
The objective of this cruise for was the recovery of at least one of the two biological 
energy generators (BEG); for rehabilitation and improvement (from a two year active life 
span as a bio-beacon to five years). The second objective was for the installation of etch 
tubes to determine the levels of microbiological activity through the degradation of 
developed but unexposed color slide film. Derek Ross was on the cruise as representative 
for DBI and the field supervision of these experiments.  
 
BEG project  
 
 

 
 

Plate One, BEG beta apparatus installed at MC-118 
 
Two biological electrical generators were deployed in 2006. Both had red lights that 
flashed every 1.8 seconds at sites close to MC-118. The flashing continued for nearly two 
years and was observed by the U.S. Navy research submarine NR1. Attempts were made 
in 2008 to recover BEG alpha but the tethers broke as the apparatus emerged through the 
surface swell. It was planned to recover BEG beta (Plate One) and retrofit it so that it 
would have a five rather than two operating life span at MC-118. Unfortunately 
conditions did not allow the recovery of BEG beta even though Derek Ross was on-site 
to prepare the apparatus for shipment back to Droycon Bioconcepts Inc. It is to be hoped 
that at least one, if not both BEG units, can be recovered and refitted for a longer period 
of deep ocean deployment.  
 
 
Etch Project  
 
Two short term test experiments were deployed to determine the level of proteolytic 
activity at MC-118. One test was deployed on the R.O.V. and spent a total of two days at 
the ocean floor around MC-118 during five deployments. Frame 34 did show signs of 
microbial activity (Plate Two). Here there was a triangular region 30mm by 15mm where 
the gelatin had started to be etched by the microorganisms. Transmission microscopy at 
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x40 revealed very intense mycelial growth in the form of branching hyphae but 
additionally the black emulsion at this site had numerous small blue colored pits 
indicating the heterotrophic proteolytic bacteria were also very active (Plate Two). It 
would be proposed that a total immersion of the etch tubes for four to six days should 
allow the full development of the various microorganisms able to break down the gelatin 
protein during the October cruise under the supervision of Kristina Nelson, PhD student 
at the University of Regina.      
 

 
 

Plate Two, x40 magnification of zone 34 where early fungal and bacterial activity 
was detected  

 
 

D. Roy Cullimore  
DBI 
 
22 July 2009 
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Event Log 
R/V Pelican Cruise to Mississippi Canyon 118, 
May 31 to June 8, 2009 
 
May 31, 2009  Sunday:  Mobilization 
 
1000 Carol and Ken Depart Oxford in GM van 
1600 Arrive at NOLA Airport and pickup William Ostrom (WHOI) and Derek Ross 

(Droycon). 
1800 Arrive at LUMCON.  Andy and Larry already onsite with the one-ton and closed 

trailer.  Matt and Brian stopped to fuel up and should be here soon.  They had a 
blow out on the trailer (dual axel with dually tires so could continue to run). 

1830 John Dunbar and Alan Gunnell (Baylor U) arrive.  Cook is taking inventory for 
supplies.  Ship’s main crew not on site. 

 
June 1, 2009  Monday:  Mob and Transit 
 
0600  Breakfast 
0700 Unload trailer – heave compensator, hydraulic winch etc 
1130 SDI Arrives:  Load SSD, ROV etc.  Paul works on fiber optic cable termination.  

Need the termination to be good before leaving port.  Paul discovered broken 
termination on back side of Rochester fiber cable.  Larry, Brian and Matt work on 
this connection while Paul works on front termination. 

1300 John and Alan conduct a pool test of their system with a 12volt car battery.  
System powered up well. 

~2100 Getting good light through the Rochester cable; good to go 
2120 Leave port for MC118.  Pelican Crew:  Cpt Craig LaBoeuf, 1st Mate Joe Thomas, 

Cook Randy, Chief engineer Jack Pennington, Asst. Eng Sam LaBouf, Tech, 
John. 

 
June 2, 2009 Tuesday:  BBLA Recovery and USBL Calibration 
 
0630 Still in brown water, not to South Pass yet. Fair weather with ~1ft seas.   Randy is 

cooking up a storm 
0830 Have a science meeting in the Galley:  Review and discuss priorities for the 

cruise: 
1)  Recover BBLA -  captain given coordinates 
2)   Calibrate USBL 
3)  Conduct Resistivity Survey with a microbial etcher attached to the SSD 
4)  SSD Dive 1:  SW crater complex: a) survey BBLA site, b) deploy second 

microbial etcher, c) check on Ian’s camera and recover if possible, d) collect 
biolec, e) collect targeted push core in microbial mats and f) collect Rudy’s 
or Noakes’ experiment at end of dive. 

5)  SSD Dive 2:  NW crater complex: a) locate PFA II and collect osmo sampler 
package, b) check thermistor probe and evaluate suitability for new data 
logger, c) collect biolec next to PFA I, and d) collect targeted push cores. 

1230 Arrive on site at MC118.  finish lunch then begin BBLA recovery 
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1325 Pop Benthos acoustic releases on BBLA mooring.  First release did not release, 
second release did. 

1335 Floats on the surface 
1400 Array back on board the Pelican.  Equipment/nodes etc look in very good 

condition.  Anodes show little if any corrosion on the upper node.  Slightly more 
corrosion on battery and lower node anodes.  One fitting to instrument made of 
brass (?) and shows significant corrosion on the lower node (considering it was 
only a 3 month deployment).  One instrument on the lower node appears to be 
missing a retaining ring and some signs of rusty slime.  Anodes on the acoustic 
releases show the most amount of corrosion.  Multiple pictures taken of the 
instruments.  A blue towel with upper node written on it was used to distinguish 
the nodes apart in the pictures.  Array disassembled and instruments shut down by 
Will assisted by Derek.  MMRI crew preparing stiff arm and mooring for USBL 
calibration. 

1715 Calibration completed with less than 1% error.  Mooring back on deck.  Mount 
USBL transponders on mid-weight and SSD lander 

1900 Spool Johns streamer array on Matt’s winch and add a length of chain to the end 
for added weight.  Willie O. used his “Yale Yoke” to attach the chain. 

 Scott lowered acoustic mode over the side of the boat and communicated with the 
IDP (deployed during the last cruise).  Communications were established and 
multiple readings on the state of the IDP were made including the battery level: 
fully charged!  

1945 IDP set to re-awaken and begin looking for communications in 138 days. CF card 
burned new code, skip 3 hour wait period and start listening at 2140. 

2030 Call it a day.  Will start with the resistivity survey first thing in the morning. 
 
June 3, 2009  Wednesday:  Resistivity Survey (first deployment) 
 
0700 Optical connection at mid-weight needs to be redone.  Paul and Larry working 

away at it. 
0945   SSD powered up for pre-dive checks . Installed newly developed LED high 

intensity underwater light and a new wider viewing angle and lower light color 
underwater camera. 

1300 SSD pretty much ready to go;  cable connections made and all comms up and 
working.  Squall line crossing with 20 knot winds.  Will wait a bit for things to 
calm down.  John does not want to make his electrical connections to the pressure 
vessel in the rain. 

2025 Starting to deploy resistivity streamer.  Setting up ~1.5km south of the mound and 
will drift into place over the mound for a stationary test. 

2025 Array paid out 
2045 SSD/mid-weight etc over the back deck.  Drifting way east, may change transect 

from N-S to NW-SE 
2225 SSD on bottom start recording.  In the SE area of the mound, will do a NW 

trending track by setting down, taking readings, and then advancing 120m 
forward and repeating. This first location will take longer, about 1 hour, to do 
multiple tests including IP (induced potential).  Subsequent readings at each 
station will be on the order of five minutes. 
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2245 PROBLEM with the array.  Lost communications.  Got about 45 readings before 
system locked up.  Some readings, however, are oddly negative (bad?) 

2255 Start to recover the array/SSD 
 
June 4, 2009 Thursday:  Trouble Shoot Resistivity Array 
 
0010 SSD on board and starting to retrieve the resistivity cable 
0015 Array back on board.  John and Alan have pressure vessel open: things look DRY. 
0100 SSD post-dive checks 
0130 SSD power shut down 
0700 John and Alan trouble shooting the streamer array.  Will pay out the last 6 

electrodes off the stern for a test. 
0810  SSD battery charge started 
0925 SSD battery recharge completed 
1030 Starting to rain, stop the test.  System checked out with the test completed so far.  

Still not sure why it failed.  Paul working on the SSD; repairing a light, ballast 
control and altimeter function. 

1230 SSD ready but still not clear on streamer.  John has several emails to the 
manufacturer,  Markus (AGI). 

1300 No help from Markus.  Weather has kicked up again, will let John work on it for a 
couple more hours and let the seas flatten out a bit. 

1900 Seas are still up: two knot drift with 20 knot winds:  drift is too fast for continuous 
survey mode and winds are too strong for station holding.  Things are supposed to 
quiet down over night. 

 
June 5, 2009 Friday:  Resistivity Survey (second deployment) 
 
0700 Still trying to figure out the streamer issue.  Weather is much improved.  John has 

many emails into Markus trying to work out a solution. 
0820 SSD powered up for pre-dive checks 
0930 Decide to go back in with the array as is.  Will reduce the baud rate so if the 

system goes down may have a better chance of rebooting it. 
1025 Underway to a point 2.5km NW of the site to start the survey.  Will do a 

drift/continuous survey.  First will go to near bottom depths and see if system will 
operate and if operations fail will pull up incrementally to see if it recovers.  
Theoretically could do a drift survey with the SSD down as little as 200 m or so 
below sea level because the end of the 1000m array would be on the bottom. 

1115 Begin paying out the streamer/array 
1215 Streamer, mid weight and SSD all overboard. 
1220 Notice on the video screen that a power cord is loose and flopping in the water, 

need to pull up. 
1245 SSD back in the water, loose cable was zipped tied in place. 
1329 LED light on SSD on. 
1332 Continue towing streamer, SSD ~20m off bottom.  
1356  LED still on 
1422 Down 5m on winch; were up to 26m off bottom; normal is 16-22m off bottom 
1437 LED light off 

 
 



Appendix Three:  Event Log 
 

1515 Finished the First Line (EOL):  Winch line out 878m  + 61m tether + mid weight 
to SSD.  Pull up 200m while making the EOL turn 
Data retrieved on board, transect was roughly a N-S transect across the eastern 
portion of the mound. 

 Streamer appeared to work well.  Drifted w/ the SSD about 20m off the bottom.  
The USBL, however, was very sporadic with only a few widely spaced locations 
recorded.  Repairs are underway now that we are in a turn: changing out the 
jumper. 

 Will set up to motor slowly to the north on a line about 200m to the east of the 
first line.  Not sure will get a good survey while under motor because the 
SSD/array may fly up in the water column at the higher speed. 

1518 Begin turn to east, came up 500m. 
1530 USBL back on line.  Replaced the cable between the beam forming head with the 

receiver. 
1700 Turn completed; start the descent from about 450m while about 1200 to 1500 

meters south of the mound.  Made the turn with SSD and array in the water but 
pulled up to about 450m bsl. 

1719 910m of cable out.  Going N 25m off bottom, vehicle at 980 ?  was trailing well 
earlier. (northward track are under motor at ~2kts, southward are mostly drift at 
~0.5kt with occasional bumps to keep on course/transect) 

1850 End of line, pull up 400m to start turn 
1952 Turn SE to begin line 3: start 880 30’ 21.14”W  280 52’ 46.05”N 
2120 AT 720m heading down to end past 880 29’ 25.53”W  280 50’ 32.434”N 
 Start line 3;  run to SSE past pop-up buoy to the west 
2128 Start logging 
2133 This line at 2 amp drive current, last electrode still neg. data.  Next line will be 

with a different electrode for the end element. 
2305 SSD approaching mound.  Altimeter is flashing numbers above and below output 
 
Line #  Target Start  Target End 
1  “new change of plans” ~195342 
2  142433   ? 
3  19:50:57  19 53 42 
4  01 03 11  01 03 25 
5  01:03:49  01 04 08 
6  10:41:42  19 51 28 
 
 
June 6, 2009 Saturday 
 
0121 EOL (3?).  Pulling up 500m and head S then turn NE and N to run S to N line 200 

m east of Line 2.   
0137 End NAV file. 
0142 Start turn, up 500m 
0208 Turn completed, heading N 
0305 Start Line 4; 000_0307 
0401 Flew up to 30m for less than 1 minute and then back down to 20m 

 
 



Appendix Three:  Event Log 
 

0420 EOL 4 (18) 
0423 Start up 500m on the winch 
0530 Finished  Line 4, setting up on line 5; another approx. N-S line.  John and Paul 

running the operations 
0548 Start Line 5; NAV file 000_0550. Running south (19)  started line well south of 

“official” start line 
0628 Hypack Survey Crash  restart new logging file 000_0629 
0642 Hypack crash, reset 000_0644 
0715 Line 5 underway, Alan and Scott take over for John and Paul (who go to bed!) 
 Will switch to E-W lines next.  One to the south and one to the north of the 

mound and then finish up with a station holding survey with the streamer over the 
mound 

0730 Having minor drop outs by Hypac.  Same with AGI but each time it hangs they 
can get it back.  Drift is to the SSW but will work the boat some to get a more N-
S transect while drifting. 

1115 Setting up on line 6: S-N line west of the mound, should go a little faster because 
under motor.   

1135 Start logging line 6 
1400 Starting to lower cage for line 7.  Last line, will go S to the mound and once there 

will do a stationary test for one hour or so. 
1415 PDH back up; rescued the SSD from stuffing in the mud!  Logging during turn 

from N to S at  end of line 6.  Now logging line 7 
1559 EOL 7.  Slowed at end of line to bring cage to touch down point for stable line 8 

(stationary test) 
1609 Touch on bottom doing stationary test.  Cage is south of the mound; array is over 

the mound.  Lander cage at 880 29’ 15.9844”N  280 50’ 54.5254”W Tilt 5.3, Pitch 
– 1.4 Roll, heading 200 current to right (90deg) at less than 0.25kt. 

1700 Still collecting 
1850 done taking IP measurement 
1900 Coming up with SSD, streamer etc 
2030 Vehicle and array back on board 
  Survey Durations: 
   11:22am 6/5/09  to 2033 6/6/09 = 33hr 11 min 

 SSD dive time  12:20 6/5 to 20:10 6/6/09  = 31hrs 50 minutes (less 5 min 
on deck) 

 Resistivity recording ~ 30 hours of data 
2126  SSD powered down 
2130  Begin SSD battery recharge 
2400 Paul, Scott, Andy and Matt still working on the ROV!  Preparing it for next 

mission.  Having a problem with the ballast circuit (needed to rise up to PFA 
height) 

 
June 7, 2009  Sunday 
 
0800 Paul getting up, still needs to work on ballast circuit.  SSD battery recharge 

complete 

 
 



Appendix Three:  Event Log 
 

1200 Do a sea cast with the CTD for John.  Lumcon’s CTD on the SSD data won’t 
download 

1250 Set up over the SE crater and send the CTD down on the starboard side with the 
wire line 

1330 CTD on bottom (near bottom 880m) 
1645 SSD nearly ready for deployment.  Secondary arm on the 5 way arm was stiff to 

non-movable.  Matt and Paul disassembled to free up the stiffness.  Upped the 
hydraulic pressure too. 

1740 Do a ballast test by setting the SSD off the stern of the boat. 
2040 Motoring to PFA I for the first dive.  Drift is NNE so setting up to the SSW of the 

target 
 Dive Objectives: 1) verify PFA I location and collect Biolec next to it, 2) recover 

push cores from mats, 3) check GLA (thermistor array), 4) check PFA II to see 
what it will take to recover the sampler package on the next dive.   Move south, 5) 
recover cores if cross over good mats, 6) check out the BBLA site, 7) check Ian’s 
camera, 8) collect second Biolec, and 9) collect Noakes’ box. 

2115 Begin Launch 
2130 SSD and mid-weight over the stern 
2225 Near bottom over the central part of the NW vent.  See several corals 

(gorgonian?)   Also see cable (DRS fiber-optic cable?).  Cable looped around one 
of the corals.  Take several still pictures of the monitor.  Continue drifting 
northward. 

 Pickup the geophysical array (GPA/thermistor array) on the sonar.  Will go and 
inspect it first before going to PFA I and collect the biolec microbial electrical 
generator. 

2315 Seem to be hung on the bottom!!  While trying to maneuver over to the GPA.  
Scott scoped in the sonar to very short distance and there seems to be something 
on the starboard side of the lander.  While spinning the cage Matt thought he 
could see the PFA.  It was a fleeting image between a cluttered view but on the 
last view several people also saw what looked like the drive weight for the PFA. 

~2330 Freed up from PFA I(?)!!! .  If it was the first PFA, then the NAV from the sea-
link cruise was not very good because it has it plotted way to the north of here.   

2350 Bringing up the SSD.  Hydraulic system not working.  Will come up because have 
no way to cut us free if we should get entangled in anything else.  Can not get out 
of the cage either 

 
June 8, 2009 Monday 
 
2430 Vehicle back on board.  Now, back on board, the hydraulic system works fine!!! 
(0030)   Scrape marks in aluminum cage on starboard side, some deep scrapes in the 

horizontal plastic plate below the slip ring.  Took several pictures of the scrapes.  
Amazingly the basket is still attached. 

 Matt and Andy thought they could see the PFA, fleetingly in the rear camera. 
 We were hung hard.  The boat was being pulled back when ever we tried 

winching up.  Joe said he could not move the boat to the target site and this with 
no current and low drift and yet no maneuverability.  Took 4800# on the winch. 

 
 



Appendix Three:  Event Log 
 

 Looks like the “PFA” was wedged in between the cage and the basket on the 
starboard side of the lander.  Scott was turning the SSD thrusters starboard when 
we came free. 

0130 Paul is concerned with a oil beading up near the slip ring.  It looks like the gaskets 
between the slip ring and the PVC tubing got debris shoved into them, the gasket 
may be compromised.  Paul and Larry will start to disassemble and take a look at 
the slip ring and tubing from the assembly. 

~0200 Find a crack in the oil filled PVC pipe coming out of the slip ring.  Can not 
operate with water intrusion into electrical circuit.  Can not repair or replace 
before the cruise time ends. 

~0230 Call the cruise and head back to port. 
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